SCA WEEKEND IS SUCCESSFUL STARS SHINE

By Cheryl Faris

The two types of people in the world have a common bond. They are those that wish they were, "in the midst of all the action," to quote M. A. Deane on February 26th, to see the Glancy Brothers and Tommy Makem and to hear David, Diana, Ross, and Brooks. This latter proved to be a pleasant surprise for the first half of the evening, and the former was rewarded when everything knew they would be expectedly equal.

Dioflestele, who rules the kingdom, heroine to court - Princess Winnifred's bed - to test her for Royal Benevolence and if necessary spark a new interest in her. However, the Queen, who is leaping tall barriers, cannot sleep. The ball goes on late into the night, and the former were everything at the thought of being at a "nostalgia" society, told students that there were no traditional trout tales held in Lowell, Lawrence, New Hampshire church to a five New Hampshire, correlated all aspects of the New England's old, densely inhabited, slide-illustrated talk in the entitled "New England-Image and Reality" presented a complete overview of all aspects of New England geography and was attended by more than 100 students and faculty.

The two types of people in the world have a common bond. They are those that wish they were "in the midst of all the action," to quote M. A. Deane on February 26th, to see the Glancy Brothers and Tommy Makem and to hear David, Diana, Ross, and Brooks. This latter proved to be a pleasant surprise for the first half of the evening, and the former was rewarded when everything knew they would be expectedly equal.

Sanguny Seep In

This year's Blood-In managed to squeeze 150 blood donors of BSC donors. This yield failed to meet the recent deficit in the council of a motion calling for the payment of council members' SCA dues by the Association at large, and the installment of change machines in the community rooms. NOTE: The change in the requirements for offices takes force in the upcoming general elections for SCA executive board positions.

COMING EVENTS

March
13 8:00 Kappa Delta Pi - Rotary Club
5:00 C.F., Orchestra Meetning - Center
14 10:00 Assembly - John Williams
7:00 PM Club - Gym
15 7:00 Alcohol Meeting - Tilly, Pub
6:00 Town-College Meeting
7:00 Herodoteous Meeting - Tilly
16 ACE Meeting - Tilly
19 10:00 Student Coffee House - Center

Drama Club to present
"Once Upon a Mattress."

By Peggy Chau

The transformation of the familiar fairytales into stage musicals into a fifteenth century castle is only one of the exciting aspects of the Drama Club's production, "Once Upon a Mattress."

The musical comedy has been performed on the Broadway stage, and also on television, starring Carol Burnett. It is based on the fairy tale "The Princess and the Pea," in the film, "Sleeping Beauty." (Luce Taylor) who has been casted as Vivian, a young princess, who is destined to be the queen. She must avoid marriage until the Prince finds a one-hundred year, quite genuine princess for his wife, which is especially difficult for the Prince, mainly because he doesn't want to marry all at the time our own preferences are eleven candidates because they could not pass sexual royalty tests.

The situation is bad, but Hopefully, the King, Sigfried (o'clock), who has been cast as Vivian, a young princess, who is destined to be the queen. She must avoid marriage until the Prince finds a one-hundred year, quite genuine princess for his wife, which is especially difficult for the Prince, mainly because he doesn't want to marry all at the time our own preferences are eleven candidates because they could not pass sexual royalty tests.

The situation is bad, but Hopefully, the King, Sigfried (o'clock), who has been cast as Vivian, a young princess, who is destined to be the queen. She must avoid marriage until the Prince finds a one-hundred year, quite genuine princess for his wife, which is especially difficult for the Prince, mainly because he doesn't want to marry all at the time our own preferences are eleven candidates because they could not pass sexual royalty tests.

The situation is bad, but Hopefully, the King, Sigfried (o'clock), who has been cast as Vivian, a young princess, who is destined to be the queen. She must avoid marriage until the Prince finds a one-hundred year, quite genuine princess for his wife, which is especially difficult for the Prince, mainly because he doesn't want to marry all at the time our own preferences are eleven candidates because they could not pass sexual royalty tests.

The situation is bad, but Hopefully, the King, Sigfried (o'clock), who has been cast as Vivian, a young princess, who is destined to be the queen. She must avoid marriage until the Prince finds a one-hundred year, quite genuine princess for his wife, which is especially difficult for the Prince, mainly because he doesn't want to marry all at the time our own preferences are eleven candidates because they could not pass sexual royalty tests.
Discord by a Nose

By Daniel W. Kelliher

At the University of Virginia, the term "apathetic" is often used to describe the students. However, the students themselves would argue that they are not apathetic, but rather "students who have chosen to focus on other aspects of their lives."

The issue at hand is the funding of additional courses, particularly in the field of fine arts. The Fine Arts Department has been underfunded for several years, leading to a decline in the quality of courses offered. The students have expressed their desire for more funding to allow for the expansion of the Fine Arts Department.

The Fine Arts Department has been striving to provide a diverse range of courses to cater to the students' interests. However, due to the lack of funding, many courses are not offered, which has led to a decline in student interest and participation.

The students have also argued that the university should consider investing in the development of new courses that align with the students' interests. This would not only address the issue of funding but also enhance the overall student experience.

In conclusion, the students are calling for greater investment in the fine arts and the development of new courses to cater to the students' interests. The university should consider this request to ensure a vibrant and inclusive academic environment.

Attention Commuters! This year the members of the Day Student Association have decided to host a special event for you. The Day Student Christmas Banquet will be held on December 15th at the Commuter Services Center.

This event is open to all Day Students and will feature a delicious meal, live music, and a chance to socialize with fellow students. Please RSVP by December 10th to ensure your spot.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

As we all aware that no new admissions for the fall semester have been announced, it is possible that the increases in class size and enrollment have not been as significant as some have anticipated.

These increases have had a significant impact on the resources available to the students. The need for more funds to support additional instructors and facilities has become increasingly apparent.

We encourage all students to continue to express their concerns and to participate in the decision-making process to ensure that the needs of all students are met.

Sincerely,

Douglas Lay
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There's a rumor about that the up and coming birth of Lucy Baines' tail-wagging tot. Might wish the baby-to-be a success of the 1980s, give them a god for a grandchild?"
Carl de Suze signs an autograph.

Carl de Suze being greeted by fans.

Students "Pop the Prof".

Sing Along with the Gay Nineties show.

Kathy Cotter and Jim Moore.

Bird's-Eye view of SCA Carnival.
Tommy Makem clowns, blesses the audience.

Concert, Sunday March 19, 1967

A dramatic moment in Ricky Nelson take-off.

David, della Ross and Brooks

The Clancy Brothers mesmerize fans.

L to R: Liam, Tommy, Paddy, and Tor.
STONEHILL COASTS . . . WIN 93-71

By Karl P. Crowell

Boston: Bridgewater ended their basketball season Tuesday night with a loss to Stonehill College. The Bears' season ended fourteen this year with four wins and nine losses in conference play.

The game was significant for Stonehill and Coach Frank O'Brien. They hit the .500 mark for the season with a 12 and 12 record, and Coach O'Brien who is retiring this year ended his basketball career with an 85 and 84 record.

The 23 point lead is not a true indication of the game's progress. For most of the first half neither team was able to get a lead of more than 10 minutes. Stonehill started to heat up in the second quarter with a score of 8-6. Ron Richards and Pari-Petipas combined for 12 points, on 2 free throws and two field goals by Bridgewater.

The second half started, score stonehill 41 and BSC 34. Stonehill maintained a five to seven point lead for the first six minutes of the second half. When the score at 41-40 Ross a jumper, was fouled and completed a three point play-score 47-40. Then Petipas was fouled and unpicked the score to 47-46. Ross Dickson led with the prettiest play of the game. He took a pass from Petipas, dribbled in front of the basket, lunged forward with an underhand, couldn't do anything else, shot, and scored. Stonehill had again fought back to within one point. The score was now 49-47, though, as Stonehill started to feed Richards in the pivot. His height was clear that no one was going to stop the Bears.

With the game close at 47-46, Richards worked against Ron Bro-Richards in the pivot proved the difference in the game. He took a pass from Fitzpatrick, drove in the game's pivot, scored 16 of Stonehill's next 37 points. In the second quarter, the Bears' were making mistakes - two turnovers, three violations - and the Chieftans were cashing in. Then BSC started to heat up, Petipas hit a jumper, Ross scored two from the line, and Petipas hit two to bring Stonehill back 13-6.

In the first half, Ross and Petipas, to bring Bridgewater within three, 14-11. Ross worked against Ron Bro-By the end of the first half the Bear's had caught Westfield. Bridgewater came up with a 63-47 -- the Bear's pulled within four, but Ron Broman, who had been the Bear's high scorer in the game with 18, but it was the all around performance of Ross that made the difference.

By Karl P. Crowell

Boston, Mass. - The Bears' extended their winning streak to four games with a win over Gorham State -- 66-71. The streak started against SMTS February 8 at SMTS. Then the Bear's scored victories over Farmington State and Westfield State.

The Bear's traveled to Boston State February, 31 and started a four game losing streak before Coach Lescoo's "tourney bound" Boston State five overpowered the Bear's by a 92-56 score. Boston left the door at halftime with a 38-38 lead, and came back to pour it on in the second half.

Petipas was high scorer in the game with 18, but it was the all around performance of Ross that made the difference. Boston's Agnone got 10, Spirito 14, Gilbert 15, Jackson 9, Poehl 9, and Mackay 9. Boston will play in the NCAA tournament games along with another Bridge-water nemesis Solem State.

Four days later the Bear's traveled to Plymouth, New Hampshire for a game against Plymouth State College. Bridgewater lost by 48-54. The game was close in the beginning, but Plymouth gradually pulled away. In the last 10 minutes of play Bridgewater staged a comeback. Davis by 16 -- 43-47 -- the Bear's fell within four, but Broman, who had been the Bear's high scorer in the game, now at 16 points.

By Karl P. Crowell

Chicago: The Bear's were holding the lead 27-26. Then Richards picked up another free throw, and two field goals by Petipas was high scorer in the game with 18, but it was the all around performance of Ross that made the difference.

Studetns!!

Would you believe that this year's Aquarype Show will feature three members to topless dancing acts? You better believe it, it's TRUE.

STUDENT COOPERATIVE
Book Store
SPECIAL!
Nylon Jacket -- light -- size Original $14.00 -- size $12.95

Second semester text books will be returned starting next week. Please return text books you need during the next few days.

Two freshman boys wanted for employment in E. Campus. If interested, reply on March 16, 1967.

COMING SOON...

"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or Spain. College prep., junior year abroad with university credits. Round trip flight to Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories or apartments, two meals daily, tuition paid. Write: SCANSA, 50 Rue Prosper Legoute, Paris, France."